In many scientific disciplines, groups of objects can interact to produce startling emergent phenomena, that is, "more is different." 1 In condensed-matter physics, many-body interactions often occur due to the attractions and repulsions among charged particles. These collective effects are difficult to calculate from first principles, making experimental measurements essential to guide our understanding and to motivate and direct theoretical efforts. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Semiconductors and their nanostructures offer extraordinary prospects for incisive experimental study of many-body effects because of the following properties: The optically generated excitons are delocalized and weakly bound, enabling Coulomb interactions among their charged electron and hole constituents; the nanostructure dimensionality and dimensions can be designed to confine the excitons so that they must interact; the exciton density can be easily controlled by incident light intensities; and exciton coherences as well as populations can be manipulated by coherent light sources, providing additional avenues for control over many-body interactions and exquisite sensitivity to them in the signals of coherent nonlinear spectroscopy measurements.
GaAs quantum wells were studied extensively throughout the 1980s and 1990s, primarily through four-wave mixing measurements, resulting in new insights about phenomena such as quantum beats, exciton dephasing times and mechanisms, disorder, and many-body interactions. The application of another four-wave mixing technique known as two-dimensional (2D) Fourier-transform optical spectroscopy heralded a new era of investigation. [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] To date, these nonlinear spectroscopy experiments have been understood using theoretical treatments at varying levels of sophistication. Our results show that one of the approximations commonly used in the first-principles treatments is not generally valid. Two-dimensional spectroscopy is similar to frequencyresolved pump-probe (transient-absorption) spectroscopy; 46 they are different projections of the same nonlinear signal field produced by three excitation fields, typically femtosecond laser pulses. In pump-probe spectroscopy, the pump beam electric field interacts twice with the sample to generate a population of electronic excited states. A probe pulse arrives after a variable delay τ 2 to generate a signal that is detected as a change in the transmission of the probe. The measurement thus produces the signal as a function of emission frequency for each time delay, S(τ 2 ,ω emit ). This allows extraction of excited-state population lifetimes by tracking the decay of spectral features, but very little information is gained about the excitation process.
In 2D spectroscopy, we introduce a variable time delay between the two pump pulses, τ 1 , which allows us to record and correlate the spectrum of states excited and emitted, S(ω excite ,τ 2 ,ω emit ). The excitation and emission dimensions are produced by Fourier transformation of coherent optical polarizations during the respective time periods. The delay time τ 2 (the "waiting" time) is varied parametrically, and, similar to pump-probe measurements, the changes in spectral features as a function of τ 2 are typically related to incoherent excited-state dynamics. An important feature of 2D spectroscopy is that the phase and amplitude of the emitted signal are sensitive to the phase and amplitude of the coherent excitations produced in the sample by the excitation fields. This coherence requirement means that spectral features are sensitive to exciton phases. As shown through phenomenological models, 33, 35, 45 many-body interactions can influence the amplitudes and phases of exciton coherences in a variety of ways, and these changes modify the frequency-dependent emission signals that originate with excitation at any of the exciton frequencies. Therefore all of the peaks in a 2D spectrum are sensitive to the presence and the detailed nature of many-body interactions. Previous studies focused on unexpected features produced by many-body interactions in the 2D spectra at τ 2 = 0. Here we vary τ 2 and measure changes to the unexpected features.
Two-dimensional spectral features and the many-body interactions that produce them have been treated through explicit first-principles theoretical calculations of the Coulomb correlations among electrons and holes, performed in the site basis 4, 47, 48 or momentum basis. transforms this beam into four beams arranged on the corners of a square (inset) and sets the pulse delay times. The beams are then focused to the sample. In the nonrephasing scan (shown), field E c interacts first, followed first by field E b after time delay τ 1 and then field E a after time delay τ 2 . The fields generate a phase-matched signal in the k sig = k a − k b + k c direction. In a rephasing or photon echo scan (not shown), the time ordering of fields E c and E b is exchanged. In both cases, the resulting signal is overlapped with a weak reference field called a local oscillator (LO) and is heterodyne detected by the spectrometer (s). The 2D spectra displayed in this work are the sum of the rephasing and nonrephasing signals. The absorbance of the sample (solid line) and the spectrum of the laser pulse (dashed line) are also shown.
mean-field polarization-polarization scattering terms that influence the phases of diagonal peaks and, going beyond the Hartree-Fock approximation, four-particle (meaning two-exciton) correlations that give rise to otherwise unexpected off-diagonal spectral features. 36 Although the theoretical predictions are in reasonable agreement with experiments, 35, 36, 38, [41] [42] [43] 45 to the best of our knowledge, neither theoretical nor prior experimental studies have addressed the time-dependent changes to any of the spectral features during τ 2 . Moreover, all of the microscopic theoretical approaches assumed the coherent limit in which the exciton polarization dephasing rate is linked to the exciton population decay rate. In other words, in this limit, effects due to exciton populations cannot be separated from effects due to exciton coherences. 2D spectroscopy measurements conducted at waiting times long enough that exciton polarizations have decayed should allow separation of the two kinds of interactions.
We performed 2D spectroscopy measurements using two experimental apparatuses-the COLBERT spectrometer 51 and the JILA-MONSTR 52 -that produced the four coherent fields in the beam geometry illustrated in Fig. 1 . Briefly, each instrument used a Ti:sapphire oscillator to produce pulses of about 100 fs duration with pulse energies of a few nJ. The spectral bandwidth covered both the heavy-hole exciton (H ) and light-hole exciton (L) resonances at 1545 and 1553 meV, respectively. The H exciton linewidth indicates a dephasing time of about 10 ps. Experiments at MIT (JILA) were conducted with an excitation density of about 3 × 10 10 excitons/cm 2 /well (4.5 × 10 9 excitons/cm 2 /well) in a sample that consisted of ten (four) layers of 10 nm thick GaAs, separated by 10 nm thick Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As barriers. The exciton population lifetimes are on the order of a hundred picoseconds at these densities. In all measurements, the sample was cooled to 10 K and the laser fields were co-circularly polarized. The spectra were phased using the established procedure for each apparatus. 51, 53 We present data taken with the JILA-MONSTR; the qualitative features were reproduced in the data taken with the COLBERT spectrometer on a different sample. The difference between the data sets was the decay time of the features. In the MIT measurements, the decay time of the symmetry factor (see below) was faster than 3 ps; this was due to the delay-dependent amplitude modulation of the COLBERT spectrometer. 51 The similarity of the observations confirms that they are not due to experimental issues, such as phase drift in the spectrometer, and that they are not unique to one sample.
Rephasing (nonrephasing) spectra were collected when field E b (E c ) interacted first, followed after time period τ 1 by field E c (E b ), for each value of τ 2 . The rephasing and nonrephasing spectra were measured independently and then summed to create the 2D spectra displayed in Fig. 2 . Rephasing or nonrephasing spectra alone are not sufficient to extract true line shapes because the individual spectra have wings due to "phase twist"; taking the sum of the two spectra removes the mixing between the absorptive and dispersive characters. 54, 55 An absorptive line shape is typically Lorentzian in character, while a dispersive line shape is typically similar to the derivative of a Lorentzian. In a 2D spectrum of a simple system, peaks will have absorptive line shapes, cross peaks will only appear between coupled transitions, excited-stateabsorption pathways will lead to negative-amplitude peaks, and additional features are not observed. The shape of a peak indicates the relative contributions of homogeneous and inhomogeneous dephasing mechanisms. We extracted a homogeneous dephasing time of 5.0 ± 0.1 ps from the amplitude of the rephasing signal of the H diagonal peak using a fit procedure described previously. 56 We display only the real parts of the complex-valued spectra in Fig. 2 for selected values of τ 2 . With co-circularly polarized pulses, cross peaks are not expected because the H and L excitons have electrons which reside in different conduction bands 5 and therefore the transitions that generate the two excitons are not coupled through a common spectroscopic ground state. However, as shown in Fig. 2 , cross peaks labeled X u and X l do appear. Strong vertical features, also previously observed, 34 are due to scattering between excitons and free carriers. The cross peaks and vertical features have been reproduced in microscopic theories by including four-particle interaction terms into the equations of motion. 36 Below we show that since these spectral features persist at long τ 2 times, this assignment was incomplete.
The strongest peak in Fig. 2 -the H diagonal peak highlighted in the red square-has a dispersive line shape at small values of τ 2 , in agreement with previous rephasing measurements. 35, 38, 42 As τ 2 increases, the positive part becomes stronger than the negative part and shifts toward the diagonal line. At very long τ 2 times, the peak has an absorptive line shape and is centered on the diagonal line. During this transition from dispersive to absorptive, the nodal line tilts from being parallel to the diagonal line to being completely vertical, indicating a loss of correlation 54 among multiple excitons. To understand better the line-shape change, we project the H diagonal peak onto the emission axis and plot the projections in Fig. 3(a) for selected values of τ 2 . The line shape changes systematically from an antisymmetric shape to a symmetric shape. Since the peak symmetry reflects how dispersive the line shape is, we define a symmetry factor (η) given by
where p(τ 2 ,ω emit ) is the projection of the signal inside the red square as a function of emission energy at a particular waiting time. Using this equation, a purely dispersive line shape corresponds to η = 0 and a purely absorptive line shape with a positive (negative) amplitude corresponds to η = 1 (η = −1). The symmetry factors retrieved from the 2D spectra at 11 τ 2 values are shown in Fig. 3(b) . Initially, η = 0; it then increases and saturates at η = 1 by about 20 ps. As mentioned above, rephasing or nonrephasing spectra alone are not sufficient to extract the data presented in Fig. 3 . The normalized amplitudes of the H and X l peaks during τ 2 are shown in Fig. 3(b) . The data were created by integrating over a square that covered each peak in the amplitude (not real part) of the 2D spectra to account for any changes to the shape of the peaks. Due to the projection-slice theorem, it should be possible, at least in principle, to measure the data presented in Fig. 3 using a narrow-band, frequency-resolved pump-probe measurement, but it would be difficult to draw conclusions about many-body interactions since the cross peaks and vertical features would not be visible.
The measurements reveal a key insight about many-body interactions in GaAs quantum wells. The dispersive line shape of the H diagonal peak is characteristic of manybody interactions, whereas the absorptive line shape is more characteristic of the case without many-body interactions, for example, including only simple Pauli-blocking terms 36 which account for the reduction of allowed transitions for fermions due to the Pauli exclusion principle. The fact that the cross peaks and vertical features do not disappear at long waiting times means that the many-body terms have not vanished. In principle, incoherent population relaxation from high-energy states (unbound electron-hole pairs and L excitons) to H could be responsible for the continued presence of X u and the vertical features. However, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , the X l peak-which cannot be due to incoherent relaxation-has only decayed to about half its original amplitude at 35 ps. Thus we conclude that the evolution of the spectra must reflect evolution of the many-body state. Specifically, we suggest that the dispersive line shape is due to polarization-polarization scattering, and the polarizations decay on picosecond time scales, while many-body interactions involving exciton populations persist, leading to the unanticipated spectral features at long τ 2 times.
In the momentum basis, the polarization scattering effect can be understood in the following manner. First, the light generates an excitonic polarization with k cm = 0 (arrow 1 in Fig. 4 ). Due to carrier-carrier scattering and carrier-phonon scattering, this initial excitonic polarizaton is scattered to excitonic polarizations and populations at larger k cm (arrows 2A, the arrow represents scattering into both polarization and population states). The excitonic polarization can also scatter into unbound electron-hole states, which form a continuum (arrows 2B), but at the low excitation densities used here this process is less important. These processes happen very rapidly, but the subsequent evolution of the many-body configuration as carriers scatter toward a thermal distribution (arrows 3) is slower. A true thermal equilibrium is not achieved within the time window of our experiments because of radiative recombination of excitons within the light-cone (close to k cm = 0) (see Fig. 38 in Ref. 49) . Careful comparison between experiment and theory have shown that the excitonic line shape in linear absorption spectra can be used to estimate the manybody configuration. 50 Thus, at short delay the presence of excitonic polarizations results in a very different line shape than for longer delays where the excitonic polarizations have decayed and only populations remain. Our results use the evolution of the 2D line shape to monitor the dynamics of the many-body states as it evolves from a mixture of polarizations and populations to being purely populations.
In our experiments, the behavior shown in Fig. 3 depends strongly on the sample position. The rise time, which is about 20 ps in the presented case, varies over a wide range under identical conditions except for a change in sample position. In some cases, the rise time is so long that η = 0 for almost the entire window of nearly 40 ps. This spatial inhomogeneity could be caused by stress due to differences in thermal expansion since the sample is mounted on a sapphire disk. A comparison of the absorption spectra at different spots on the sample showed frequency shifts (but no linewidth changes) for the H and L resonances. A larger frequency shift corresponded to a longer rise time in η. However, an explanation of the detailed mechanism requires further investigation.
We have measured 2D optical spectra of excitons in GaAs quantum wells using co-circularly polarized beams for waiting times out to nearly 40 ps. Our results provide unique insight into the evolution of the optically induced many-body state and show that the effect of polarization-polarization scattering decays on picosecond time scales, but several spectral features that were previously attributed to coherent four-particle interactions persist. We attribute those features to many-body interactions involving exciton populations. This observation means that different theoretical models are needed that do not assume the coherent limit, 4, 36, 47 where the signal decay is governed solely by exciton dephasing. Additionally, since, to the best of our knowledge, calculations of many-body states 50 have not included dynamics, our observations should motivate the development of a dynamical many-body theory for optically excited semiconductors. 
